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A FEW RESULTS ABOUT VARIATIONS OF LOCAL COHOMOLOGY
M. AZEEM KHADAM AND PETER SCHENZEL
Abstract. Let q denote an ideal of a local ring (A,m). For a system of elements a = a1, . . . , at
such that ai ∈ q
ci , i = 1, . . . , t, and n ∈ Z we investigate a subcomplex resp. a factor complex of
the Cˇech complex Cˇa⊗A M for a finitely generated A-module M . We start with the inspection
of these cohomology modules that approximate in a certain sense the local cohomology modules
Hia(M) for all i ∈ N. In the case of an m-primary ideal aA we prove the Artinianness of these
cohomology modules and characterize the last non-vanishing among them.
1. Introduction
Let (A,m,k) denote a local ring. Let q ⊂ A be an ideal and a = a1, . . . , at denote a system
of elements of A such that ai ∈ q
ci , i = 1, . . . , t. For a finitely generated A-module M and
an integer n ∈ Z we define a complex K•(a, q,M ;n) as the subcomplex of the Koszul complex
K•(a;M), where Ki(a, q,M ;n) = ⊕1≤j1<...<ji≤tq
n−cj1−...−cjiM is included in Ki(a;M) and the
boundary map is defined as the restriction of the maps in the Koszul complex. In other words,
K•(a, q,M ;n) is the n-th graded component of the Koszul complex K•(aT
c;RM (q)). Here
RM (q) denotes the Rees module of M with respect to q and aT
c = a1T
c1 , . . . , atT
ct, where
aiT
ci , i = 1, . . . , t, is the element aiT
ci ∈ RA(q), the associated element of degree ci in the
Rees ring RA(q) = ⊕n≥0q
nT n (see Section 3 for more details). We denote this complex by
K•(a, q,M ;n). The cokernel of this embedding provides a complex L•(a, q,M ;n). In the case
that aA, q are m-primary ideals and t = dimM the Euler characteristic of L•(a, q,M ;n) gives
for all n ≫ 0 the value c1 · · · ct e0(q;A), where e0(q;A) denotes the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity
of q (see Section 5 for the details).
A similar construction based on the co-Koszul complex provides complexes K•(a, q,M ;n)
and L•(a, q,M ;n) (see Section 4). It follows that {K•(ak, q,M ;n)}k≥1 with a
k = ak1 , . . . , a
k
t ,
forms a direct system of complexes and its direct limit Cˇ(a, q,M ;n) is a subcomplex of the
Cˇech complex Cˇa ⊗A M with the factor complex Lˇ
•(a, q,M ;n) and their cohomology modules
Hˇ i(a, q,M ;n) and Lˇi(a, q,M ;n) resp. Therefore there is a long exact cohomology sequence
. . .→ Hˇ i(a, q,M ;n)→ H ia(M)→ Lˇ
i(a, q,M ;n)→ . . . .
Since Hˇ i(a, q,M ;n) = 0 for i > t, there is an epimorphism Hta(M) → Lˇ
t(a, q,M ;n). So the
non-vanishing of Lˇt(a, q,M ;n) for some n ∈ N is an obstruction for the vanishing of Hta(M).
The main results of the present manuscript is a contribution to the study of Hˇ i(a, q,M ;n) and
Lˇi(a, q,M ;n). In particular we prove the following results:
Theorem 1.1. With the previous notation suppose that aA is an m-primary ideal.
(a) Hˇ i(a, q,M ;n) and Lˇi(a, q,M ;n) are Artinian A-modules for all i, n ∈ N.
(b) Hˇt(a, q,M ;n) = 0 for all n≫ 0.
(c) Lˇt(a, q,M ;n) 6= 0 for all n≫ 0.
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For the proof of (a) we refer to 7.4. The claim of (b) is a particular case of 8.3 and (c) is shown
in 9.5. Besides of these results there are statements about the structure of the generalized Koszul
homology and co-homology modules and their Euler characteristics. For induction arguments
we provide some exact sequences (see Section 7). Of a particular interest is a generalization of
the notion of superficial sequences and the condition (⋆) used in 8.3. A further investigation
about the vanishing and the rigidity of the generalized Koszul and co-Koszul complexes is in
preparation.
In the special case of q = aA for a system of elements a = a1, . . . , at of A we have the following:
Corollary 1.2. Let a = a1, . . . , at denote a system of elements of A. For a finitely generated
A-module M there are isomorphisms
H ia(M)
∼= Lˇi(a, a,M ;n)
for all n≫ 0 and all i ≥ 0
This follows by view of 6.5. That is, in a certain sense the cohomology Lˇi(a, q,M ;n) provides
some additional structure on the usual local cohomology modules.
As a source for basic notions in Commutative Algebra we refer to [1] or [8]. For results on
homological algebra we refer to [9] and [13]. The local cohomology is developed in [6] (see also
[10]). For a system of elements a we write H ia(·), i ∈ N, for the local cohomology modules with
respect to the ideal generated by a (see [6]).
2. Preliminaries
First let us fix the notations we will use in the following. For the basics on N-graded structures
we refer e.g. to [5].
Notation 2.1. (A) We denote by A a commutative Noetherian ring with 0 6= 1. For an ideal
we write q ⊂ A. An A-module is denoted by M . Mostly we consider M as finitely generated.
(B) We consider the Rees and form rings of A with respect to q by
RA(q) = ⊕n≥0q
n T n ⊆ A[T ] and GA(q) = ⊕n≥0q
n/qn+1.
Here T denotes an indeterminate over A. Both rings are naturally N-graded. For an A-module
M we define the Rees and form modules in the corresponding way by
RM (q) = ⊕n≥0q
nM T n ⊆M [T ] and GM (q) = ⊕n≥0q
nM/qn+1M.
Note that RM (q) is a graded RA(q)-module and GM (q) is a graded GA(q)-module. Note that
RA(q) and GA(q) are both Noetherian rings. In case M is a finitely generated A-module then
RM (q) resp. GM (q) is finitely generated over RA(q) resp. GA(q).
(C) There are the following two short exact sequences of graded modules
0→ RM (q)+[1]→ RM (q)→ GM (q)→ 0 and
0→ RM (q)+ → RM (q)→M → 0,
where RM (q)+ = ⊕n>0q
nM T n.
(D) Let m ∈ M and m ∈ qcM \ qc+1M . Then we define m⋆ := m + qc+1M ∈ [GM (q)]c. If
m ∈ ∩n≥1q
nM , then we write m⋆ = 0. m⋆ is called the initial element of m in GM (q) and c
is called the initial degree of m. Here [X]n, n ∈ Z, denotes the n-th graded component of an
N-graded module X.
For these and related results we refer to [5] and [12]. Another feature for the investigations
will be the use of Koszul complexes.
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Remark 2.2. (Koszul complex.) (A) Let a = a1, . . . , at denote a system of elements of the
ring A. The Koszul complex K•(a;A) is defined as follows: Let F denote a free A-module
with basis e1, . . . , et. Then Ki(a;A) =
∧i F for i = 1, . . . , t. A basis of Ki(a;A) is given by
the wedge products ej1 ∧ . . . ∧ eji for 1 ≤ j1 < . . . < ji ≤ t. The boundary homomorphism
Ki(a;A)→ Ki−1(a;A) is defined by
dj1...ji : ej1 ∧ . . . ∧ eji 7→
i∑
k=1
(−1)k+1ajkej1 ∧ . . . ∧ êjk ∧ . . . ∧ eji
on the free generators ej1 ∧ . . . ∧ eji .
(B) Another way of the construction of K•(a;A) is inductively by the mapping cone. To this end
let X denote a complex of A-modules. Let a ∈ A denote an element of A. The multiplication
by a on each A-module Xi, i ∈ Z, induces a morphism of complexes ma : X → X. We define
K•(a;X) as the mapping cone Mc(ma). Then we define inductively
K•(a1, . . . , at;A) = K•(at,K•(a1, . . . , at−1;A)).
It is easily seen that
K•(a;A) ∼= K•(a1;A)⊗A · · · ⊗A K•(at;A).
Therefore it follows that K•(a;A) ∼= K•(aσ;A), where aσ = aσ(1), . . . , aσ(t) with a permutation σ
on t letters. For an A-complex X we defineK•(a;X) = K•(a;A)⊗AX. We writeHi(a;X), i ∈ Z,
for the i-th homology of K•(a;X). A short exact sequence of A-complexes 0 → X
′ → X →
X ′′ → 0 induces a long exact homology sequence for the Koszul homology
. . .→ Hi(a;X
′)→ Hi(a;X)→ Hi(a;X
′′)→ Hi−1(a;X
′)→ . . . .
Let a as above a system of t elements in A and b ∈ A. Then the mapping cone construction
provides a long exact homology sequence
. . .→ Hi(a;X)→ Hi(a;X)→ Hi(a, b;X)→ Hi−1(a;X)→ Hi−1(a;X)→ . . . ,
where the homomorphism Hi(a;X)→ Hi(a;X) is multiplication by (−1)
ib.
(C) Let (·)⋆ = HomA(·, A) the duality functor. Then we consider the co-Koszul complexK
•(a;A)
defined by HomA(K•(a;A), A) = (K•(a;A))
⋆. Therefore the homomorphism
Ki(a;A)→ Ki+1(a;A)
is induced by HomA(dj1...ji , A) on the dual basis (
∧i F )⋆. It follows that K•(a;A) and K•(a;A)
are isomorphic, that is, the Koszul complex is self dual. Let X denote an A-complex. Then
K•(a;X) ∼= HomA(K•(a;A),X) and K
•(a;X) ∼= K•(a;A)⊗A X.
We denote by H i(a;X), i ∈ Z, the i-th cohomology of K•(a;X). We have isomorphisms
Hi(a;X) ∼= H
t−i(a;X) for all i ∈ Z. Moreover aHi(a;X) = 0 for all i ∈ Z.
For the proof of the last statement we recall the following well-known argument.
Lemma 2.3. Let X denote a complex of A-modules. Let a ∈ A denote an element. Then
aHi(a,X) = 0 for all i ∈ Z.
Proof. By the construction of K•(a;X) there is a short exact sequence of complexes
0→ X → K•(a;X)→ X[−1]→ 0,
where X[−1] is the complex X shifted the degrees by −1. The differential ∂ on Ki(a;X) =
Xi−1⊕Xi is given by ∂i(x, y) = (di−1(x), di(y)+ (−1)
i−1ax). Suppose that ∂i(x, y) = 0. That is
di−1(x) = 0 and di(y) = (−1)
iax and therefore a(x, y) = ∂i+1((−1)
iy, 0) ∈ Im ∂i+1. This proves
aHi(a;X) = 0. 
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In fact we shall use a slight modification of the above argument in further arguments.
Remark 2.4. (Cˇech complex.) (A) For a system of elements a = a1, . . . , at and an integer
n ≥ 1 we denote by an the system of elements an1 , . . . , a
n
t . Then {K•(a
n;A)}n≥1 forms an
inverse system of complexes and {K•(an;A)}n≥1 forms a direct system of complexes. In both
cases the maps
K•(a
m;A)→ K•(a
n;A) resp. K•(an;A)→ K•(am;A)
for m ≥ n are the naturally induced homomorphisms. Here we focus on the direct system
{K•(an;A)}n≥1. We start with a sequence consisting of a single element a ∈ A. So there is the
following commutative diagram
K•(an;A) : 0→ A
an
−→ A → 0
↓ ‖ ↓ am−n
K•(am;A) : 0→ A
am
−→ A → 0
for m ≥ n. Its direct limit gives a complex Cˇa : 0→ A→ Aa → 0, where Aa denotes the local-
ization of A with respect to the multiplicatively closed set {an|n ≥ 0} with the homomorphism
A → Aa, r 7→ r/1. To this end recall the fact that lim−→
{A, a} ∼= Aa, where the direct system is
given by A
a
→ A.
(B) In general we define the Cˇech complex of a system of elements a = a1, . . . , at by Cˇa =
lim−→K
•(an;A). By elementary properties of direct limit and tensor products it follows that
Cˇa ∼= Cˇa1 ⊗A · · · ⊗A Cˇat . As a consequence there is the description
Cˇa : 0→ Cˇ
0
a → . . .→ Cˇ
i
a → . . .→ Cˇ
t
a → 0 with Cˇ
i
a = ⊕1≤j1<...<ji≤tAaj1 ···aji ,
where the differential di : Cˇia → Cˇ
i+1
a is given at the component Aaj1 ···aji → Aaj1 ···aji+1 by
(−1)k+1 times the natural map Aaj1 ···aji → (Aaj1 ···aji )ajk if {j1, . . . , ji} = {j1, . . . , ĵk, . . . , ji+1}
and zero otherwise. For an A-complex X we write Cˇa(X) = Cˇa ⊗A X.
(C) The importance of the Cˇech complex is its relation to the local cohomology. Namely let
q = (a1, . . . , at)A denote the ideal generated by the sequence a. The local cohomology H
i
q(M)
of an A-module M is defined as the i-th right derived functor H iq(M) of the section functor
Γq(M) = {m ∈M |SuppAAm ⊆ V (q)}. Then there are natural isomorphisms
H iq(M)
∼= H i(Cˇa ⊗A M) ∼= lim−→H
i(an;M)
for an A-module M and any i ∈ Z. As a consequence it follows that H i(Cˇa⊗AM) depends only
on the radical Rad aR.
For the details of the previous results we refer to [4] and [10].
3. The construction of complexes
First we fix notations for this section. As above let A denote a commutative Noetherian ring
and q ⊆ A. Let a = a1, . . . , at denote a system of elements of A. Suppose that ai ∈ q
ci for some
integers ci ∈ N for i = 1, . . . , t. Let M denote a finitely generated A-module.
Notation 3.1. Let n denote an integer. We define a complex K•(a, q,M ;n) in the following
way:
(a) For 0 ≤ i ≤ t put Ki(a, q,M ;n) = ⊕1≤j1<...<ji≤tq
n−cj1−...−cjiM and Ki(a, q,M ;n) = 0
for i > t or i < 0.
(b) The boundary map Ki(a, q,M ;n) → Ki−1(a, q,M ;n) is defined by maps on each of the
direct summands qn−cj1−...−cjiM . On qn−cj1−...−cjiM it is the map given by dj1...ji ⊗ 1M
restricted to qn−cj1−...−cjiM , where dj1...ji denotes the homomorphism as defined in 2.2.
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It is clear that the image of the map is contained in ⊕1≤j1<...<ji−1≤tq
n−cj1−...−cji−1M . Clearly
it is a boundary homomorphism. By the construction it follows that K•(a, q,M ;n) is a sub
complex of the Koszul complex K•(a;M) for each n ∈ N.
Another way for the construction is the following.
Remark 3.2. Let RA(q) and RM (q) denote the Rees ring and the Rees module. For ai, i =
1, . . . , t, we consider aiT
ci ∈ [RA(q)]ci . Then we have the system aT
c = a1T
c1 , . . . , atT
ct of
elements of RA(q). Note that deg aiT
ci = ci, i = 1, . . . , t. Then we may consider the Koszul
complex K•(aT
c;RM (q)). This is a complex of graded RA(q)-modules. It is easily seen that
the degree n-component [K•(aT
c;RM (q))]n of K•(aT
c;RM (q)) is the complex K•(a, q,M ;n) as
introduced in 3.1. We write Hi(a, q,M ;n) for the i-th homology of K•(a, q,M ;n) for i ∈ Z.
We come now to the definition of one of the main subjects of the paper.
Definition 3.3. With the previous notation we define L•(a, q,M ;n) the quotient of the em-
bedding K•(a, q,M ;n)→ K•(a;M). That is there is a short exact sequence of complexes
0→ K•(a, q,M ;n)→ K•(a;M)→ L•(a, q,M ;n)→ 0.
Note that Li(a, q,M ;n) ∼= ⊕1≤j1<...<ji≤tM/q
n−cj1−...−cjiM . The boundary maps are those in-
duced by the Koszul complex. We write Li(a, q,M ;n) for the i-th homology of L•(a, q,M ;n)
and any i ∈ Z.
For a construction by mapping cones we need the following technical result. For a morphism
f : X → Y we write C(f) for the mapping cone of f .
Lemma 3.4. With the previous notation let b ∈ qd an element. The multiplication map by b
induces the following morphisms
mb(K) : K•(a, q,M ;n − d)→ K•(a, q,M ;n) and mb(L) : L•(a, q,M ;n − d)→ L•(a, q,M ;n)
of complexes. They induce isomorphism of complexes
C(mb(K)) ∼= K•(a, b, q,M ;n) and C(mb(L)) ∼= L•(a, b, q,M ;n).
Proof. The proof follows easily by the structure of the complexes and the mapping cone con-
struction. 
We begin with a few properties of the previous complexes.
Theorem 3.5. Let a = a1, . . . , at denote a system of elements of A, q ⊂ A an ideal and M a
finitely generated A-module. Let n ∈ N denote an integer.
(a) Hi(a, q,M ;n) ∼= Hi(aσ, q,M ;n) and Li(a, q,M ;n)
∼= Li(aσ, q,M ;n) for all i ∈ Z and
any σ, a permutation on t letters.
(b) aHi(a, q,M ;n) = 0 and aLi(a, q,M ;n) = 0 for all i ∈ Z.
(c) Hi(a, q,M ;n) and Li(a, q,M ;n) are finitely generated A/aA-modules for all i ∈ Z.
Proof. The statement in (a) follows by virtue of the short exact sequence of complexes in 3.3 and
the long exact homology sequence. Note that the homology of Koszul complexes is isomorphic
under permutations.
The claim in (c) is a consequence of (b) since the homology modules Hi(a, q,M ;n) and
Li(a, q,M ;n) are finitely generated A-modules.
For the proof of (b) we follow the mapping cone construction of 3.4 with the arguments of
2.3. To this end let Kn = K•(a, q,M ;n) and C = C(mb(K)n) = K•(a, b, q,M ;n). Then there
is a short exact sequence of complexes
0→ Kn → C → Kn−d[−1]→ 0.
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The differential ∂i on (x, y) ∈ Ci = (Kn−d)i−1 ⊕ (Kn)i is given by
∂i(x, y) = (di−1(x), di(y) + (−1)
i−1bx).
Suppose that ∂i(x, y) = 0, i.e., di−1(x) = 0 and di(y) = (−1)
ibx. Then
(y, 0) ∈ (Kn−d)i ⊕ (Kn)i+1 = Ci+1 because (Kn)i ⊆ (Kn−d)i
and therefore ∂i+1((−1)
iy, 0) = b(x, y). That is bHi(C) = 0 for all i ∈ Z.
In order to show the claim in (b) we use the previous argument. So let us consider
K•(a, q,M ;n) = C(mat(K•(a
′, q,M ;n))), where a′ = a1, . . . , at−1. The previous argument
shows atHi(a, q,M ;n) = 0 for all i ∈ Z. By view of (a) this finishes the proof in the case of
Hi(a, q,M ;n).
For the proof of aLi(a, q,M ;n) = 0 we follow the same arguments. Instead of the injection
(Kn)i ⊆ (Kn−d)i we use the surjection (Ln)i ։ (Ln−d)i, where Ln = L•(a, q,M ;n). We skip
the details here. 
4. The construction of co-complexes
With the notations of the previous section we shall define the co-complex version of the
complexes above. This is based on the Koszul co-complex.
Notation 4.1. For an integer n ∈ N we define a complex K•(a, q,M ;n) similar to the con-
struction in 3.1 by the use of the Koszul co-complex. By view of Remark 3.2 we define it
also as the n-th graded component of K•(aT c;RM (q)). We may identify K
i(aT c;RM (q))n with
⊕1≤j1<...<ji≤tq
n+cj1+...+cjiM . It follows thatK•(aT c;RM (q))n is a subcomplex of K
•(a;M). We
define L•(a, q,M ;n) as the quotient of this embedding. That is, there is a short exact sequence
of complexes
0→ K•(a, q,M ;n)→ K•(a;M)→ L•(a, q,M ;n)→ 0.
Wemay identify Li(a, q,M ;n) with⊕1≤j1<...<ji≤tM/q
n+cj1+...+cjiM . We denote byH i(a, q,M ;n)
resp. Li(a, q,M ;n) the i-th cohomology of K•(a, q,M ;n) resp. L•(a, q,M ;n) for any i ∈ Z.
For an iteration we need the following technical result. For a morphism f : X → Y of
co-complexes we write D(f) for the co-mapping cone of f .
Lemma 4.2. With the previous notation let b ∈ qd an element. The multiplication map by b
induces the following morphisms
mb(K) : K
•(a, q,M ;n)→ K•(a, q,M ;n + d) and mb(L) : L
•(a, q,M ;n)→ L•(a, q,M ;n + d)
of complexes. They induce isomorphism of complexes
D(mb(K)) ∼= K
•(a, b, q,M ;n) and D(mb(L)) ∼= L
•(a, b, q,M ;n).
Proof. This is easy by reading of the definitions. 
Theorem 4.3. Let a = a1, . . . , at denote a system of elements of A, q ⊂ A an ideal and M a
finitely generated A-module. Let n ∈ N denote an integer.
(a) H i(a, q,M ;n) ∼= H i(aσ, q,M ;n) and L
i(a, q,M ;n) ∼= Li(aσ, q,M ;n) for all i ∈ Z and
any σ, a permutation on t letters.
(b) aH i(a, q,M ;n) = 0 and aLi(a, q,M ;n) = 0 for all i ∈ Z.
(c) H i(a, q,M ;n) and Li(a, q,M ;n) are finitely generated A/aA-modules for all i ∈ Z.
Proof. The arguments in the proof are a repetition of those of the proof of Theorem 3.5 with
cohomology instead of homology. We skip the details here. 
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5. Euler characteristics
Let A denote a commutative ring. Let X denote a complex of A-modules.
Definition 5.1. Let X : 0 → Xn → . . . → X1 → X0 → 0 denote a bounded complex of
A-modules. Suppose that Hi(X), i = 0, 1, . . . , n, is an A-module of finite length. Then
χA(X) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)iℓA(Hi(X))
is called the Euler characteristic of X.
We collect a few well known facts about Euler characteristics.
Lemma 5.2. Let A denote a Noetherian commutative ring.
(a) Let 0 → X ′ → X → X ′′ → 0 denote a short exact sequence of complexes such that all
the homology modules are of finite length. Then χA(X) = χA(X
′) + χA(X
′′).
(b) Suppose X : 0 → Xn → . . . → X1 → X0 → 0 is a bounded complex such that Xi, i =
0, . . . , n, is of finite length. Then χA(X) =
∑n
i=0(−1)
iℓA(Xi)
Proof. The statement in (a) follows by the long exact cohomology sequence derived by 0 →
X ′ → X → X ′′ → 0. The second statement might be proved by induction on n, the length of
the complex X. 
As an application we get the following result about multiplicities, originally shown by [11]
and [2].
Proposition 5.3. Let (A,m) be a local ring and a1, . . . , ad ∈ m a system of parameters for M ,
a finitely generated A-module. Then
χA(a;M) = e0(a;M),
where χA(a;M) = χA(K•(a;M)) and e0(a;M) denotes the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity.
Proof. Let a = a1, . . . , ad the system of parameters and aA = q. We choose ci = 1, i = 1, . . . , d.
Then the short exact sequence of 3.3 has the following form
0→ K•(a, a,M ;n)→ K•(a;M)→ L•(a, a,M ;n)→ 0.
All of the three complexes have homology modules of finite length and therefore χA(a;M) =
χA(K•(a, a,M ;n)) + χA(L•(a, a,M ;n)) for all n ∈ N.
First we show that χA(K•(a, a,M ;n)) = 0 for all n ≫ 0. To this end recall that
Hi(a, a,M ;n)) = [Hi(aT ;RM (a))]n. We know that aT (Hi(aT ;RM (a)) = 0 for all i = 0, . . . , d.
ThereforeHi(aT ;RM (a)) is a finitely generated module over RA(a)/aTRA(a) = A/aA. This im-
plies that [Hi(aT ;RM (a))]n = Hi(a, a,M ;n) = 0 for all n ≫ 0. That is χA(K•(a, a,M ;n)) = 0
for all n≫ 0.
By view of Lemma 5.2 (b) we get χA(L•(a, a,M ;n)) =
∑d
i=0(−1)
i
(
d
i
)
ℓA(M/a
n−iM). For
n≫ 0 the length ℓA(M/a
nM) is given by the Hilbert polynomial e0(a;M)
(d+n
d
)
+ . . .+ed(a;M).
Therefore, it follows that χA(L•(a, a,M ;n)) = e0(a;M). This completes the argument. 
The more general situation of a system of parameters a = a1, . . . , ad of a finitely generated
A-module M of a local ring (A,m) and an ideal q ⊃ a with ai ∈ q
ci , i = 1, . . . , d is investigated
in the following.
Proposition 5.4. With the previous notation we have the equality
e0(a;M) = c1 · · · cde0(q;M) + χA(K•(a, q,M ;n))
for all n ≫ 0. In particular, for all n ≫ 0 the Euler characteristic χA(K•(a, q,M ;n)) is a
constant.
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Proof. The proof follows by the inspection of the short exact sequence of complexes
0→ K•(a, q,M ;n)→ K•(a;M)→ L•(a, q,M ;n)→ 0
of 3.3. By view of Proposition 5.3 we have e0(a;M) for the Euler characteristic of the complex
in the middle. For the Euler characteristic on the right we get (see 5.2 (b))
χA(L•(a, q,M ;n)) =
d∑
i=0
(−1)i
∑
1≤j1<...<ji≤d
ℓA(M/q
n−cj1−...−cjiM),
which gives the first summand in the above formula (see also [3] for the details in the case of
M = A). This finally proves the claim. 
For several reasons it would be interesting to have an answer to the following problem.
Problem 5.5. With the notation of Proposition 5.4 it would be of some interest to give an
interpretation of χA(a, q,M) := χA(K•(a, q,M ;n)) for large n ≫ 0 independently of n. By a
slight modification of an argument given in [3] it follows that χA(a, q,M) ≥ 0.
6. The modified Cˇech complexes
Before we shall be concerned with the construction of our complexes we need a technical
lemma. To this end let A denote a commutative Noetherian ring and let q ⊂ A be an ideal. Let
M denote a finitely generated A-module. Let a ∈ qc denote an element. Then for each integer
n ∈ N the multiplication by a induces a map
qnM → qn+cM, m 7→ am.
By iterating this map there is a direct system {qn+kcM,a}, where qn+kcM → qn+(k+1)cM is the
multiplication by a ∈ qc.
Lemma 6.1. Let n ∈ N be an integer. With the previous notation there is an isomorphism
lim−→
k
{qn+kcM,a} ∼= qnM [qc/a],
where M [qc/a] ⊆ Ma consists of all elements of the form m0/1 + q1m1/a + . . . + qtmt/a
t for
some t ≥ 0 and elements m0, . . . ,mt ∈M and qi ∈ q
ci, i = 1, . . . , t.
Proof. For the proof we use the direct system {M,a} with its direct limit lim
−→
{M,a} ∼=Ma. The
injection qn+kcM → M provides an injection of direct systems {qn+kcM,a} → {M,a}. By the
definition of the direct limit there is a commutative diagram with exact rows
0 → ⊕ qn+kcM → ⊕ qn+kcM → lim−→{q
n+kcM,a} → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → ⊕M → ⊕M → Ma → 0,
where the vertical maps are injections. Let x ∈ lim−→{q
n+kcM,a}. Then it may be written as
x = q0m0/1 + q1m1/a+ . . . + qtmt/a
t with mi ∈M and qi ∈ q
n+ic for i = 0, . . . , t. Then
x = 1/at(q0a
tm0 + q1a
t−1m1 + . . .+ qtmt) ∈ (q
n/at)(qc, a)tM.
Because of a ∈ qc it follows x ∈ (qn)((qc/a)tM) ⊆ qnM [qc/a]. The reverse containment follows
the same line of reasoning. 
With these preparations we are ready to define certain modifications of the Cˇech complexes.
As above let a = a1, . . . , at denote a system of elements with the previous notations.
Notation 6.2. (A) Let n ∈ N denote an integer. We define a complex Cˇ•(a, q,M ;n) in the
following way:
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(a) For 0 ≤ i ≤ t put
Cˇi(a, q,M ;n) = ⊕1≤j1<...<ji≤tq
nM [qcj1+...+cji/(aj1 · · · aji)] ⊆ ⊕1≤j1<...<ji≤tMaj1 ···aji
and Cˇi(a, q,M ;n) = 0 for i > t or i < 0.
(b) The boundary map Cˇi(a, q,M ;n) → Cˇi+1(a, q,M ;n) is the restriction of the boundary
map Cˇia ⊗A M → Cˇ
i+1
a ⊗A M .
Note that the restriction is really a boundary map on Cˇ•(a, q,M ;n). We write Hˇ i(a, q,M ;n)
for the i-th cohomology of Cˇ•(a, q,M ;n) for all integers i ∈ Z and n ∈ N.
(B) By the construction it is clear that
Cˇ•(a, q,M ;n)→ Cˇa ⊗A M
is a subcomplex. We write Lˇ•(a, q,M ;n) for the quotient. Whence there is a short exact
sequence of complexes
0→ Cˇ•(a, q,M ;n)→ Cˇa ⊗A M → Lˇ
•(a, q,M ;n)→ 0.
We write Lˇi(a, q,M ;n) for the i-th cohomology of Lˇ•(a, q,M ;n) for all i ∈ Z and n ∈ N.
Next we relate the construction more closely to the Cˇech complexes. To this end we put
ak = ak1 , . . . , a
k
t in A and a
kT ck = ak1T
c1k, . . . , akt T
ctk in RA(q).
Proposition 6.3. With the previous notation there are isomorphisms of complexes
Cˇ•(a, q,M ;n) ∼= lim−→
k
K•(ak, q,M ;n) and Lˇ•(a, q,M ;n) ∼= lim−→
k
L•(ak, q,M ;n)
for all n ∈ N.
Proof. By the definitions (see 3.1) there are isomorphisms
K•(akT ck;RM (q))n ∼= K
•(ak, q,M ;n)
for all k ≥ 1. These isomorphisms are compatible with the homomorphisms of the corresponding
direct systems. By passing to the direct limit there are isomorphisms
CˇaT c(RM (q))n ∼= lim−→
k
K•(ak, q,M ;n).
By an inspection of K•(ak, q,M ;n) as a subcomplex of K•(ak;M) (see 3.1) it follows by virtue
of 6.1 that lim
−→k
K•(ak, q,M ;n) ∼= Cˇ•(a, q,M ;n). To this end recall that
qn+k(cj1+...+cji )M → qn+(k+1)(cj1+...+cji)M
is the multiplication by aj1 · · · aji on the (j1, . . . , ji)-component on K
i(ak, q,M ;n) for all 1 ≤
j1 < . . . < ji ≤ t.
By virtue of the notation in 3.1 there is a short exact sequence of complexes
0→ K•(akT ck;RM (q))n → K
•(ak;M)→ L•(ak, q,M ;n)→ 0
for all n ≥ 1. By passing to the direct limit the first isomorphism provides the second one by
the definitions. 
As an application we show that the cohomology Lˇi(a, q,M ;n) depends only upon the radical
Rad a of the ideal aA.
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Lemma 6.4. Let a = a1, . . . , ak and b = b1, . . . , bl be two sequences of elements of A. Suppose
that ai ∈ q
ci , i = 1, . . . , k and bj ∈ q
dj , j = 1, . . . , l. If Rad aA = Rad bR, then there are
isomorphisms
Cˇ•(a, q,M ;n) ∼= Cˇ•(b, q,M ;n) and Lˇ•(a, q,M ;n) ∼= Lˇ•(b, q,M ;n)
for all n ∈ N.
Proof. First put bT d = b1T
d1 , . . . , blT
dl . Then we claim that Rad aT cRA(q) = Rad bT
dRA(q).
Let b ∈ Rad aA, that is b ∈ qe and bm =
∑k
i=1 airi. That is (bT
e)m =
∑k
i=1 aiT
ciriT
me−ci ∈
aT cRA(q). The reverse inclusion can be proved similarly.
By passing to the direct limit of the short exact sequence at the end of the proof of 6.3
provides a short exact sequence of complexes
0→ CˇaT c(RM (q))n → Cˇa(M)→ Lˇ
•(a, q,M ;n)→ 0.
The Cˇech complexes are isomorphic for ideals equal up to the radical. By construction we have
CˇaT c(RM (q))n ∼= Cˇ
•(a, q,M ;n), which proves the first isomorphism. Since Cˇa⊗AM ∼= Cˇb⊗AM
the previous sequence proves the second isomorphism of the statement. 
Remark 6.5. By our construction it follows that Cˇ•(a, q,M ;n) ∼= [CˇaT c(RM (q))]n for all n ∈ Z.
That is the cohomology of Cˇ•(a, q,M ;n) is the n-th graded component of the cohomology of
CˇaT c(RM (q)). In the particular case of q = aA and c1 = . . . = ct = 1 there is an interpretation
in sheaf cohomology. To this end let X = ProjRA(a) and F = (RM (a))
∼ the associated OX -
module. Then for all n ∈ Z there is an exact sequence
0→ H0a(RM (a))n → RM (a)n → H
0(X,F(n)) → H1a(RM (a))n → 0
and isomorphisms H i(X,F(n)) ∼= H i+1a (RM (a))n for all i ≥ 1. Then it follows that RM (a)n
∼=
H0(X,F(n)) and H i(X,F(n)) = 0 for all n≫ 0 and i ≥ 1. For these and related results about
sheaf cohomology we refer to Hartshorne’s book [7].
By view of the short exact sequence of complexes in 6.2 (B) it turns out that H ia(M)
∼=
Lˇi(a, a,M ;n) for all n≫ 0 and i ≥ 0.
7. Sequences
Here let (A,m,k) denote a local ring. Let a denote an ideal of a Noetherian ring A. For a
finitely generated A-module M and N ⊂ M let N :M 〈a〉 denote the stable value of N :M a
m
for m≫ 0.
Lemma 7.1. With the previous notation let N = 0 :RM (q) 〈aT
c〉. Then
(a) N = ⊕n≥0(0 :M 〈a〉) ∩ q
nM ,
(b) H0aT c(RM (q)/N ) = 0,
(c) H0aT c(RM (q))
∼= N and H iaT c(RM (q))
∼= H iaT c(RM/0:M 〈a〉(q)) for all i > 0.
Proof. The proof of (a) is clear since N = ⊕n≥00 :qnM 〈a〉. Moreover we have a short exact
sequence
0→ N → RM (q)→ RM/0:M 〈a〉(q)→ 0.
To this end note that [RM/0:M 〈a〉(q)]n = q
n(M/0 :M 〈a〉) ∼= q
nM/(0 :M 〈a〉)∩ q
nM for all n ≥ 0.
Then we apply the local cohomology functor H iaT c(·). The statements in (b) and (c) follow now
since N is of aT c-torsion. 
In the following we will investigate the behaviour modulo a certain element.
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Lemma 7.2. With the previous notation let a ∈ A denote anM -regular element with a ∈ qc\qc+1
such that a⋆ = a + qc+1 ∈ GA(q) has the property that a
⋆ /∈ P for all P ∈ AssGM (q) with
P 6⊃ GA(q)+. Put M = ⊕n≥0aM ∩ q
nM/aqn−cM . Then there is a short exact sequence
0→M→ H0aT c(RM (q)/(aT
c)RM (q))→ H
0
aT c(RM/aM (q))→ 0
and isomorphisms H iaT c(RM (q)/(aT
c)RM (q)) ∼= H
i
aT c(RM/aM (q)) for all i > 0.
Proof. By the choice of a⋆ it follows that
0 :GM (q) a
⋆ = ⊕n≥0(q
n+c+1M :M a) ∩ q
nM/qn+1M
has support contained in V (GA(q)+). It is a finitely generated A/q-module and [0 :GM (q) a
⋆]n = 0
for n≫ 0. Because a is M -regular the Artin-Rees Lemma implies that there is an integer ℓ such
that qn+cM :M a = q
nM for all n ≥ ℓ. As a consequence we get
aM ∩ qnM = aqn−cM for all n≫ 0.
By inspecting the corresponding graded pieces there is a short exact sequence of graded RA(q)-
modules
0→M→ RM (q)/(aT
c)RM (q)→ RM/aM (q)→ 0.
Since M is a finitely generated A/q-module, it is of aT c-torsion and the long exact cohomology
sequence provides the short exact sequence as well as the isomorphisms of the statement. 
Next we want to prove that our cohomologies allow to mod out the annihilator of a finitely
generated module. To be more precise.
Lemma 7.3. Let a, q,M as before with I = AnnAMand A˜ = A/I. Then there are isomorphisms
Hˇ i(a, q,M ;n) ∼= Hˇ i(a˜, qA˜,M ;n) and
Lˇi(a, q,M ;n) ∼= Lˇi(a˜, qA˜,M ;n)
for all i, n ∈ N, where a˜ denotes the sequence formed by a in A˜.
Proof. First of all note that ai + I ∈ q
ci + I for i = 1, . . . , t as elements in A˜. By base change of
local cohomology we have isomorphisms
H iaT c(RM (q))
∼= H ia˜T c(RM (qA˜)) and H
i
aA(M)
∼= H i
a˜A˜
(M)
for all i ∈ N. Because of
H iaT c(RM (q))n
∼= Hˇ i(a, q,M ;n) and H ia˜T c(RM (qA˜))n
∼= H i(a˜, qA˜,M ;n)
this proves the first family of isomorphisms. The second one follows by view of the exact sequence
at the end of the proof of 6.4. 
We prove now the first structural result on a certain cohomology.
Theorem 7.4. With the previous notation suppose that (A,m) is a local ring and aA is an
m-primary ideal. Then
Hˇ i(a, q,M ;n) and Lˇi(a, q,M ;n)
are Artinian A-modules for all i, n ∈ N.
Proof. We start with the proof for Hˇ i(a, q,M ;n) ∼= H iaT c(RM (q))n. We show thatH
i
aT c(RM (q))n
is Artinian for all finitely generated A-modules M and all n ∈ N by an induction on i.
For i = 0 we have that H0aT c(RM (q))
∼= N with Nn ∼= (0 :M 〈a〉) ∩ q
nM . As an A-module of
finite length Nn is an Artinian A-module for all n ∈ N.
So let i > 0. By view of 7.1 we may assume that N = 0. Therefore we may choose an
M -regular element a satisfying the requirements of the element a in 7.2. This can be done by
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prime avoidance since AssGM (q) 6⊆ V (GA(q)+) because otherwise dimGM (q) = dimM = 0.
By induction hypothesis (see 7.2) it follows that H i−1aT c(RM (q)/(aT
c)RM (q))n is Artinian for all
n ∈ N. In order to prove that H iaT c(RM (q))n is an Artinian A-module we have to show
(1) SuppAH
i
aT c(RM (q))n ⊆ {m} and
(2) dimHomA(k,H
i
aT c(RM (q))n) <∞.
The first result is easily seen since CˇaT c(RM (q))n ⊗A Ap is exact for any non-maximal prime
ideal p. For the proof of (2) we use the short exact sequence
0→ RM (q)(−c)
aT c
→ RM (q)→ RM (q)/(aT
c)RM (q)→ 0.
By applying local cohomology and restriction to degree n it implies a surjection
H i−1aT c(RM (q)/(aT
c)RM (q))n → HomA(A/aA, [H
i
aT c(RM (q))]n−c)→ 0.
That is, HomA(A/aA, [H
i
aT c(RM (q))]n−c) is an Artinian A-module and by adjointness
dimHomA(k, [H
i
aT c(RM (q))]n−c) = dimHomA(k,HomA(A/aA, [H
i
aT c(RM (q))]n−c)) <∞.
Therefore [H iaT c(RM (q))]n is an Artinian A-module for all n ∈ N. This completes the inductive
step.
For the Artinianess of Lˇi(a, q,M ;n) we first note that the local cohomology modules H iaA(M)
are Artinian A-modules. Then the claim follows by virtue of the long exact sequence
. . .→ Hˇ i(a, q,M ;n)→ H iaA(M)→ Lˇ
i(a, q,M ;n)→ . . .
as follows from the short exact sequence of the corresponding Cˇech complexes. 
8. Vanishing results
Let a = a1, . . . , at denote a system of elements of A. Let q ⊂ A be an ideal and let M be
a finitely generated A-module. Let ai ∈ q
ci , i = 1, . . . , t. Then we have the following technical
lemma.
Lemma 8.1. With the previous notation let a ∈ qc. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) a⋆ /∈ P for all P ∈ AssGM (q) \ V (GA(q)+).
(ii) There are integers l, k such that (qn+cM :M a) ∩ q
lM = qnM for all n ≥ k.
Proof. First note that 0 :GM (q) a
⋆ = ⊕n≥0(q
n+1+cM :M a) ∩ q
nM/qn+1M . Its support is
contained in V (GM (q)+) if and only if it is a finitely generated GA(q)/GA(q)+ = A/q-module.
This is equivalent to
[0 :GM (q) a
⋆]n = (q
n+1+cM :M a) ∩ q
nM/qn+1M = 0
for all n ≫ 0. Now the condition in (i) is equivalent to the fact that the support of 0 :GM (q) a
⋆
is contained in V (GM (q)+). Whence the equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows easily. 
Note that in case of c = 1 in the above statement the element a ∈ A is called a superficial
element of q with respect to M (see [12, Section 8.5] for more information).
Corollary 8.2. With the notation of 8.1 suppose that a⋆ /∈ P for all P ∈ AssGM (q) \
V (GA(q)+). Then a
⋆ /∈ P for all P ∈ AssGM/0:Ma(q) \ V (GA(q)+)
Proof. By virtue of the equivalent conditions in 8.1 it will be enough to show that
(qn+2cM, 0 :M a) :M a ∩ (q
lM, 0 :M a) = (q
nM, 0 :M a) for all n ≥ k.
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Let m be an element of the left side. Then am ∈ qn+2cM :M a ∩ q
lM = qn+cM as follows by
the assumption. Therefore
m ∈ (qn+cM :M a) ∩ (q
lM, 0 :M a) = (q
n+cM :M a ∩ q
lM, 0 :M a) = (q
nM, 0 :M a)
for all n ≥ k. Since the opposite inclusion is trivial the result follows by 8.1. 
In the next we investigate the following condition for a system of elements a = a1, . . . , at with
ai ∈ q
ci , i = 1, . . . , t, namely
(⋆) a⋆i /∈ P for all P ∈ AssGM/(a1,...,ai−1)M (q) \ V (GA(q)+) for i = 1, . . . , t.
In the case of c1 = . . . = ct = 1 the condition (⋆) is that of a superficial sequence of q with
respect to M (see [12]).
Theorem 8.3. We fix the previous notation. Suppose that a = a1, . . . , at is a system of param-
eters satisfies the condition (⋆). Then
Hˇt(a, q,M ;n) = HtaT c(RM (q))n = 0
for all n≫ 0.
Proof. First consider the following short exact sequence
0→ N → RM (q)→ RM/0:M 〈a1〉(q)→ 0,
where N = 0 :RM (q) 〈a1T
c1〉. Recall that [0 :RM (q) 〈a1T
c1〉]n = (0 :M 〈a1〉) ∩ q
nM for all n ≥ 0.
By base change on the local cohomology it follows that HtaT c(N ) = 0. Note that N is annihilated
by a power of (a1T
c1). By the long exact cohomology sequence it follows that
HtaT c(RM (q))
∼= HtaT c(RM/0:M 〈a1〉(q)).
Therefore, we may assume that a1 is M -regular as follows by an iterated use of 8.2 because of
0 :M 〈a1〉 = 0 :M a
l
1 for a certain large integer l.
If t = 1, then dimAM = 1 and M/a1M is of finite length. Then [RM (q)/(a1T
c1)RM (q)]n =
qnM/a1q
n−c1M . By the assumption and since a ∈ A is M -regular it follows that a1M ∩ q
nM =
a1q
n−c1M for all n≫ 0. Since M/a1M is of finite length we get that q
nM ⊂ a1M for all n≫ 0,
so that qnM = a1q
n−c1M for all n≫ 0. Therefore [RM (q)/(a1T
c1)RM (q)]n = 0 for all n≫ 0.
Now we proceed by induction on t. If t = 1 the short exact sequence in the statement of 7.2
yields [Ht−1aT c (RM (q)/(a1T
c1)RM (q))]n = 0 for all n≫ 0. By induction hypothesis this holds for
t > 1 by view of the isomorphism in the statement in 7.2. Now we show [HtaT c(RM (q))]n = 0
for n≫ 0. To this end recall the short exact sequence
0→ RM (q)(−c1)
a1T c1→ RM (q)→ RM (q)/(aT
c)RM (q)→ 0.
By the vanishing of [Ht−1aT c (RM (q)/(a1T
c1)RM (q))]n for n≫ 0 it implies the bijectivity
HtaT c(RM (q))(−c1)
a1T c1−→ HtaT c(RM (q))
in large degrees. Assume now there is an 0 6= r ∈ [HtaT c(RM (q)]n for a large n. Because
SuppHtaT c(RM (q)) ⊆ V (aT
c) there is an integer m such that (a1T
c1)m ·r = 0. By the bijectivity
this implies that r = 0, a contradiction. This completes the inductive step. 
As a consequence of the previous result we have the following corollary.
Corollary 8.4. We fix the previous notation. Suppose that a = a1, . . . , at is a system of param-
eters satisfies the condition (⋆). Then
Hta(M)
∼= Lˇt(a, q,M ;n)
for all n≫ 0. In particular, if in addition Hta(M) 6= 0, then Lˇ
t(a, q,M ;n) 6= 0 for all n≫ 0.
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Proof. The short exact sequence of complexes as shown in 6.3 provides an exact sequence
HtaT c(RM (q))n → H
t
a(M)→ Lˇ
t(a, q,M ;n)→ 0.
By virtue of Theorem 8.3 the claim follows. 
9. Non Vanishing
In this section let a = a1, . . . , at be a system of elements of a local ring (A,m,k) that generates
an m-primary ideal. Then q is also an m-primary ideal. Let M denote a finitely generated A-
module. By view of 7.3 we may assume that dimA = dimM . By view of 6.4 we may assume
that a is a system of parameters of M . Then it follows that Lˇi(a, q,M ;n) = 0 for i > dimM
and all n ∈ Z. In this section we will investigate Lˇt(a, q,M ;n) for t = dimM .
Definition 9.1. Let a ∈ qc. For an integer n ≥ 0 it follows
qn(qc)lM :M a
l ⊆ qn(qc)l+1M :M a
l+1
for all l ≥ 0. We denote the stable value by (qnM)aA. Then qnM ⊆ (qnM)aA and 0 :M 〈a〉 ⊆
(qnM)aA for all n ≥ 1. Moreover it is easily seen that qnM [qc/a] ∩M = (qnM)aA for all n ≥ 1.
Then we have the following result.
Proposition 9.2. With the previous notation the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) (qM)aA =M .
(ii) (qkM)aA =M for all k ≥ 1.
(iii) (qkM)aA =M for some k ≥ 1.
Proof. If (i) is satisfied, then alM ⊆ q1+clM for an integer l ≥ 1. This implies aklM ⊆ qk(qc)klM
for al k ≥ 1. This yields M ⊆ qk(qc)klM :M a
kl ⊆ (qkM)aA which proves (ii). Since (ii) =⇒ (iii)
is trivially true we have to show (iii) =⇒ (i). Let m ∈M denote an arbitrary element. Then
alm ∈ qk(qc)lM ⊆ q(qc)lM
for a certain l ∈ N. That is m ∈ (qM)aA and the proof is finished. 
Lemma 9.3. With the previous notation the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Lˇ1(a, q,M ; 1) = 0.
(ii) Lˇ1(a, q,M ;n) = 0 for all n ≥ 1.
(iii) Lˇ1(a, q,M ;n) = 0 for some n ≥ 1.
(iv) (qM)aA =M .
Proof. By the definition we have that Lˇ1(a, q,M ;n) ∼= lim−→
{M/(ak, qn+kc)M,a}, where the maps
in the direct system are given by multiplication by a. Then the direct limit is zero if and only if for
each k ≥ 1 there is an integer l such that alM ⊆ (ak+lM, qn+(k+l)cM). This holds if and only if
M ⊆ (akM, qn+kc(qc)lM :M a
l) and by Nakayama Lemma if and only ifM = qn+kc(qc)lM :M a
l.
But this is equivalent to M = (qn+kcM)aA. Then the equivalence of all the conditions of the
statement is a consequence of 9.2. 
Remark 9.4. With the previous notation it is not clear to us when (qM)aA is a proper sub-
module of M . Suppose that a⋆ /∈ P for all P ∈ AssGM (q)\V (GA(q)+) and that a is M -regular.
Then qn+cM :M a = q
nM for all n≫ 0. This implies that qn(qc)lM :M a
l = qnM for all n≫ 0.
That is (qnM)aA = qnM for all n≫ 0 and Lˇ1(a, q,M ;n) 6= 0 for all n ≥ 1 (see 9.2). Moreover,
if (qnM)aA = qnM for all n≫ 0 then it follows also 0 :M a = 0 and q
n+cM :M a = q
nM for all
n≫ 0 as easily seen.
Now we are ready to prove the non-vanishing result.
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Theorem 9.5. With the previous notation let a = a1, . . . , at ⊂ q denote a system of parameters
of M . Then Lˇt(a, q,M ;n) 6= 0 for all n≫ 0.
Proof. By view of 7.3 we may assume that AnnM = 0. Then dimGM (q) = t. Inductively we
choose a system of elements b = b1, . . . , bt such that b satisfies the condition (⋆) above. Then
b is a system of parameters of M and Lˇt(a, q,M ;n) ∼= Lˇt(b, q,M ;n) (see 6.4) . Then by 8.4 it
follows that 0 6= Htb(M)
∼= Lˇt(a, q,M ;n) for all n ≫ 0. Note that the non-vanishing of Htb(M)
follows by virtue of [6] since dimM = t and b generates an m-primary ideal. 
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